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ABSTRACT

Command and control tasks are typically approached using a
context-free grammar as language model. While ensuring a good
system performance, this imposes a rigid framework on users,
by implicitly forcing them to conform to a pre-de ned interaction structure. This paper introduces the concept of data-driven
semantic inference, which in principle allows for any word constructs in command/query formulation. Each unconstrained
word string is automatically mapped onto the intended action
through a semantic classi cation against the set of supported
actions. The underlying (latent semantic analysis) framework
relies on co-occurrences between words and commands, as observed in a training corpus. A suitable extension can also handle
commands that are ambiguous at the word level. Experiments
conducted on a desktop command and control task involving
113 di erent actions show a classi cation error rate of 1.7%.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Command and control tasks tend to be restricted to a wellde ned domain of discourse, for two main reasons: (i) it
increases the chance that acoustic data collection will maximize acoustic coverage for the application at hand, and
(ii) it typically allows a context-free grammar (CFG) to
be used as language model (LM), which tightly constrains
the search for the most likely sequence of words uttered.
The latter in turn has a dual bene t. First, it improves
recognition performance by eliminating hypotheses which
fall outside the grammar. Second, it simpli es the translation from recognized utterance to action to be taken,
by establishing a priori an unambiguous mapping between
parses and actions. As a result, many systems have reached
commercial deployment, and routinely operate in speakerindependent mode under adverse environmental conditions
(e.g., over the telephone, in conjunction with a far- eld microphone, or in low signal-to-noise ratio situations).
From the service provider's point of view, the dual bene t just mentioned essentially justi es the cost of handcrafting a new CFG for each application. From the user's
point of view, the trade-o is not so clear. In the interest of eÆciency, there is a natural tendency for the service
provider to limit variability in the commands. But any
utterance which is syntactically out-of-grammar will be either rejected or misrecognized, even though it might be
semantically adequate for the intended action. As a result,
the user is implicitly forced to conform to a pre-de ned formulation structure, composed of an explicit and exclusive
enumeration of canonical expressions for each supported
action. This assumes a high level of user cooperation.
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A substantial fraction of users may have diÆculties and
become frustrated with such a rigid behavior. For example, rst-time users often do not know (or care about!) the
exact syntax to use in formulating the commands. Forcing them to seek help contradicts the intuitive and natural nature of speech communication. Such users would
likely adopt the technology more readily if they were able
to speak to the system in their own words. This has led
developers to construct ever bigger grammars, with many
alternative paths to try to capture, for each command, as
many anticipated variants as possible. This eventually has
a negative impact on system accuracy and responsiveness,
due to the increased size of the search space. But the
biggest drawback is that this approach cannot generalize
from the seen to the unseen. Because the next \naive" user
could still come up with an unexpected variant, this route
ultimately has only limited appeal.
A more exible solution is to allow for an \unconstrained"
formulation, much like in dictation applications, where the
output is a string of transcribed words. In this situation,
since a CFG is not (yet) a feasible alternative, a suitably
trained n-gram LM must be used to constrain the search
[1]. The resulting large vocabulary transcription will therefore contain word errors. Still, because of the limited domain of discourse, we can expect a reasonably low word error rate, which may not materially a ect the basic meaning
of the utterance. The main diÆculty now lies in recognizing
the action intended to be taken. In essence, this decision
requires the extraction of suÆcient semantic information
from the transcription.
This paper describes a novel approach to this problem,
referred to as (data-driven) semantic inference. In contrast with usual inference engines (cf. [2]), semantic inference does not rely on formal behavioral principles extracted
from a knowledge base. Instead, the domain knowledge is
automatically encapsulated in a data-driven fashion within
a low-dimensional vector space. As a result, semantic inference can be thought of as a way to perform (albeit elementary) \bottom-up" natural language understanding. The
paper is organized as follows. The next section contrasts
semantic inference against conventional command and control. Section 3 and 4 describe the approach, based on the
latent semantic analysis (LSA) framework [3]. In Section 5,
we brie y mention a necessary extension to handle commands that are ambiguous at the word level. Finally, Section 6 reports experimental results illustrating the bene ts
of semantic inference.
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2.

OVERVIEW

Conventional command and control is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The typical system comprises three major components: a
speech recognition engine, a mapping module, and an action generation engine. The role of speech recognition is to
determine which command/query sequence (among those
supported by the CFG) the user's voice input corresponds
to. This sequence is then transformed to a semantic representation through some task-speci c mapping rules. Obviously, these rules are closely tied to what can be parsed
by the grammar. Finally, the semantic representation is
converted to the desired action via the action generation
engine.
The data-driven semantic inference framework is illustrated
in Fig. 2. The CFG is replaced by a more general, statistical n-gram LM. The role of speech recognition is now
to transcribe, hopefully with a reasonably low word error
rate, the user's voice input into a sequence of words. In
principle, there is no restriction on the formulation: the
user can express the command in his or her own words.
Accordingly, rule-based mapping is replaced by automatic
semantic classi cation, whose role is to extract the datadriven semantic representation closest in meaning to the
user's utterance. The intended action is then generated as
previously.
Semantic classi cation relies on evidence presented in a
training text database, disregarding the particular syntax
used to express intended actions. It starts with the singular
value decomposition of a matrix of co-occurrences between
words and commands. Singular vectors can be interpreted
as the representation of both words and commands in a
continuous vector space of low dimension, called the LSA
space. An important property of this space is that two
command vectors which are \close" (in some suitable metric) tend to be associated with the same action, whether
or not they are composed of similar word constructs. During training, each supported action gives rise to a di erent vector, referred to as the semantic anchor of the action. During recognition, mapping (the transcription of) a
command onto an action amounts to comparing the corresponding command vector with each semantic anchor. The
procedure is thus entirely data-driven.
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LSA FRAMEWORK

Let V be a vocabulary of size M , and T a training corpus, i.e., a collection of variant wordings of commands to
invoke N actions appropriate to some domain of interest.
In this paper, each such wording, or command variant, is
de ned as a distinct sentence (such as \what time is it? "
or \what's the time? ") associated with a unique action (in
this case, \display current time "). Typically, M and N
are on the order of a few hundreds to a few thousands, and
each command might have scores of di erent variations.
The task at hand is to de ne a mapping between the set
T and a vector space S , whereby each command1 in T is
represented by a vector in S .
We rst construct a word-command matrix W associated
with V and T , in a manner similar to that detailed in [3].
This (M N ) matrix fully describes, for the training corpus
T , how often word wi appeared in command dj . We then
perform the singular value decomposition (SVD) of W as:
W



^ =USV T ;

W

(1)

where U is the (M  R) left singular matrix with row vectors ui (1  i  M ), S is the (R  R) diagonal matrix of
singular values, V is the (N  R) right singular matrix with
row vectors vj (1  j  N ), R < min(M; N ) is the order
of the decomposition, and T denotes matrix transposition.
As is well known, U T U = V T V = IR , the identity matrix
of order R. Thus, the column vectors of U and V each
de ne an orthornormal basis for the space of dimension R
spanned by the ui 's and vj 's, i.e., the space S sought. The
dimension R is bounded from above by the rank of the
matrix W , and from below by the amount of distortion
tolerable in the decomposition.
If we project the column vectors of W (i.e., commands)
onto the orthonormal basis formed by the column vectors
of U , the new coordinates are given by the columns of
T . This means that, for 1  j  N , the column vector
SV
T
Svj , or, equivalently, the row vector vj S , characterizes the
1 In contrast with previous work (cf. [6], [7]), our emphasis
here is not on word representation, but on command representation. The underlying framework, however, is identical.
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" rather than \what time is the meeting." This
new word string turns out to have a representation in the
space S indicated by the hollow triangle in Fig. 3. Note
that this point is closest to the representation of command
(iii). Thus, the associated variant can be considered semantically equivalent to (iii), and the correct action can
be automatically inferred.
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position of command dj in the space S [3]. Each of the N
scaled vectors:
v
j = vj S = djT U ;
(2)
is therefore the semantic anchor of the action uniquely as^ captures
sociated with the command dj 2 T . Since W
the major associational structure in W , the \closeness" of
vectors in S is determined by the overall pattern of the language used in T , as opposed to speci c constructs. This
tends to reveal meaningful associations (not just particular
co-occurrences) between words and commands.
To illustrate, consider an application with N = 4 actions,
each associated with a unique command: (i) \what is the
time," (ii) \what is the day," (iii) \what time is the meeting," and (iv) \cancel the meeting."
In this simple example, there are only M = 7 words in the vocabulary,
with some interesting patterns: \what " and \is " always
co-occur, \the " appears in all four commands, only (ii)
and (iv) contain a unique word, and (i) is a proper subset
of (iii). Constructing the (7  4) word-command matrix as
described in [3], and performing the SVD, we obtain the 2dimensional space shown in Fig. 3. This gure shows how
each word and each command is representated in the space
S . Note that the two words which each uniquely identied a command|\day " for (ii) and \cancel " for (iv)|each
have a high coordinate on a di erent axis, along with the
respective command. Conversely, the word \the," which
conveys no information about the identity of a command,
is located at the origin. In addition, the word \time,"
which occurs in both (i) and (iii), indeed appears \close"
to both.
4.

SEMANTIC INFERENCE

This behavior means that a new variant, using a di erent
wording, will still be \close" to the appropriate semantic
anchor if that is otherwise consistent with the expected
language structure (e.g., if the new variant would tend to
express the corresponding desired action). Continuing with
the example above, suppose that a user says something outside of the variants seen during training, such as \when is

To perform semantic classi cation, it is thus suÆcient to
determine, for a given variant, which semantic anchor the
variant is most closely aligned with. This requires nding
a representation for all individual variants in the space S ,
including those not seen in the training corpus. Let us
denote a variant by d~p , where the tilde symbol re ects the
fact that this variant may not have been part of the training
data. By construction, the feature vector d~p is a column
vector of dimension M , which can be treated as if it were an
additional column of the matrix W . Provided the matrices
U and S do not change, the SVD expansion (1) implies:
~p = U S v~pT ;
d
(3)
where the R-dimensional vector v~pT acts as an additional
column of the matrix V T . Hence the variant vector :
~p = v~p S = d~pT U ;
v
(4)
corresponds to the representation of the variant d~p in S .
Note that this representation is consistent with (2): if an
action is expressed only with one variant, the resulting variant vector reduces to the semantic anchor for that action.
In the case of a variant not seen in the training corpus,
relatively mild assumptions are required for (4) to hold.
Clearly, if the new variant contains language patterns which
are inconsistent with those extracted from W , the SVD
expansion (1) will no longer apply. Similarly, if the addition of d~p causes the major structural associations in W to
shift in some substantial manner, U and S will no longer
be valid, in which case it would be necessary to re-compute
(1) to nd a proper representation for d~p . If, however, the
new variant generally conforms to the rest of T , then v~p
will be a reasonable representation for d~p .
Once (4) is obtained, it remains to evaluate the closeness
between the observed variant vector v~p and the semantic
anchors vj determined during training. As it turns out,
an appropriate closeness measure is the cosine of the angle
between the two vectors [3]:
2 T
~p ; vj ) = cos(~vp S; vj S ) = v~p S vj ;
K (v
(5)
kv~p S k kvj S k
for 1  j  N . Classi cation occurs by assigning the
variant vector v~p to the semantic anchor vj associated with
maximum closeness.
Semantic inference has a number of useful properties. Not
only is there no a priori constraint on what the user can say,
but it can generalize well from a tractably small amount
of training data. For example, it can learn synonyms and
apply them in new contexts. Suppose for instance that the
training data contained \cancel the meeting " and \undo the

" as variants of one command, but only \cancel the
last command " as a variant of another command. Because
the variants for the former command indicate that \cancel "
and \undo " are synonyms, the new variant \undo the last
command " would still be correctly mapped.
meeting

5.

FRAMEWORK EXTENSION

Exploiting co-occurrences between words and commands,
as done above, is an instance of the so-called \bag-ofwords" model, which pays no attention to the order of
words in the variants. While well-suited to capture largespan (semantic) relationships between words [6], [7], this
makes it inherently unable to capitalize on the local constraints present in the language, be they syntactic or pragmatic. This is ne in applications where local constraints
are discarded anyway (such as in information retrieval [4]),
or for tasks such as call routing, where only the broad
topic of a message is to be identi ed [5]. For general command and control tasks, however, this limitation may be
more deleterious. Imagine two commands that di er only
in the presence of the word \not " in a crucial place. The
respective vector representations could conceivably be relatively close in the LSA space, and yet have vastly di erent
intended consequences. Some commands may even di er
only through word order, which makes them impossible to
disambiguate.
We address this issue by extending the basic LSA framework via word agglomeration. The idea is to move from the
characterization of co-occurrences between words and command to the characterization of co-occurrences between
word n-tuples and commands, where each word n-tuple
is the agglomeration of n successive words, and each command is now expressed in terms of all the word n-tuples
it contains. The choice of n centers around the following trade-o : large enough to encapsulate meaningful local constraints, and small enough to preserve generalization
properties and keep the problem computationally tractable.
Agglomerations of n = 2 and n = 3 seem to work well. In
the interest of brevity, details will be discussed elsewhere.
6.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments were conducted using the 113 actions currently supported in the \Speakable Items" desktop command and control task de ned on MacOS 9. For each
action, we collected from 5 to 10 distinct variants of the
associated canonical command, from 10 di erent speakers.
Eight test sets were considered, each comprising 113 commands expressed as similar (but not necessarily identical)
variants collected from 2 other speakers, who had not seen
the training variants. The objective was to use semantic
inference to classify each test command variant against the
appropriate action.
Three di erent setups were considered: (i) standard LSA,
using simple word-command co-occurrences, i.e., word 1tuples (n = 1); (ii) extended LSA, using word pair agglomeration (n = 2), and (iii) extended LSA, using word triplet
agglomeration (n = 3). The resulting LSA matrices were

Table I.

Average Classi cation Error Rates.

Agglomeration
Size

=1
n = 2
n = 3
n

Classification
Error Rate
4.7 %
2.5 %
1.7 %

(545  113), (2178  113), and (3720  113), respectively.
In all cases we used R = 62 for the order of the decomposition. The results are reported in Table I, in terms of average classi cation error rate across all the test sets. These
results suggest that semantic inference is largely viable in
this kind of desktop command and control application.
7.

CONCLUSIONS

Semantic inference replaces the traditional rule-based mapping between utterance and action by a data-driven classi cation. This makes it possible to relax some interaction
constraints. In particular, it obviates the need to specify
rigid language constructs through a domain-speci c (and
typically hand-crafted) context-free grammar. This is turn
allows users more exibility in expressing the desired command/query, which tends to reduce the associated cognitive load and thereby enhance user satisfaction [5]. The
underlying framework is latent semantic analysis. Each
command variant is mapped onto an action by comparing
the corresponding command vector with each semantic anchor, using the closeness measure (5) in the LSA space. To
take advantage of local constraints, we extend the basic
LSA framework using word agglomeration. Despite an increase in computational complexity, this extension is practical for semantic classi cation, because it tends to involve
lower dimensions than large vocabulary recognition.
8.
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